
 

 

 

Personal Training  
Personal Training is great for those who thrive in a one-on-one setting, are new to 
exercise, overcoming an injury, or those who are feeling a little anxious about starting 
out.  

Maximum Results 

With a personal trainer, there is no guess work for you. Your friendly, expert trainer will tailor 
your daily training to ensure you reach your goals fast.  

Flexible Schedule 

If you lead a super busy lifestyle, personal training is perfect. Our schedules are flexible so you'll 
always find time.  

Be Challenged 

Let's be honest, from time to time we all need to be pushed and encouraged. A personal trainer 
will challenge you to live your best life.  

We offer the highest level of expert coaching using the most effective methods in exercise 
science, utilized in training our athletes and celebrities alike, to help our clients reach their 
personal goals quickly and safely. 

 

“When you look forward to exercising and working out, it’s no longer a chore.” 

 

Performance Institute Personal Training Offers: 

1. No guess work and progressions that are specifically tailored to you 

2. Flexible scheduling 

3. Encouragement, motivation and structure to get you the fastest results possible 

 



 

 

 

A progressive training routine & a healthy eating plan, you’ll see changes in your shape & 
fitness quickly.    

 

LET’S GET STRONG 

For women, almost more important than fat burning, is strength training.  Strong bones and 
muscles help you maintain optimum health as we get older.  This keeps diseases like 
osteoporosis at bay longer.   

What’s the best way to do this?  Berkley Wellness University of California recommends exercise 
that goes against the force of gravity as we get older.  Resistance work with weights or bands 
will all help a woman’s body become a strong, agile structure as she gets older.  To build speed, 
endurance and keep your body in optimum health, it needs to be strong.  Our training system is 
a perfect fit. 

A good program involves different forms of movement of your entire body.  These repetitive 
movements provide strength and power all over your body while improving your posture, 
mechanics and overall physique.   

 

CONFIDENCE BUILDING 

There’s a wave of endorphins released throughout the body from good training.  Those feel 
good chemicals have a lingering result.  Lifting you up and delivering you into a wonderful state 
of well being that lasts through-out the day.  That sense of wellbeing builds self-confidence.  
Unlike many drugs, this natural high happens immediately and lasts all day.   

You’ll be feeling 10 feet tall and bulletproof in no time at all.  

 

Contact us for the Pricing options. 

 

Let us help you get the results you’re looking for.  Set up your Personal Training session today!   

SCHEDULE AN ASSESSMENT 


